The need to integrate several versions of a program into a common one arises frequently, but it is a tedious and time consuming task to merge programs by hand. The program-integration algorithm recently proposed by S. Horwitz, J. Prins, and T. Reps provides a way to create a semantics-based tool for program integration. The integration algorithm is based on the assumption that any change in the behavior, rather than the text, of a program variant is significant and must be preserved in the merged program. An integration system based on this algorithm will determine whether the programs incorporate interfering changes, and, if they do not, will automatically create an integrated program that includes all changes as well as all features that are preserved in all variants.
Introduction
The program-integration algorithm recently proposed by S. Honvitz, J. Prins, and T. Reps provides a way to create a semantics-based tool for program integration [2, 3, 6] . Semantics-based integration is based on the assumption that a difference in the behavior of one of the variant programs from that of the base program, rather than a difference in the text, is significant and must be preserved in the merged program. Although it is undecidable to determine whether a program modification actually leads to such a difference, it is possible to determine a safe approximation by comparing each of the variants with the base program.
To determine this information, the integration algorithm employs a program representation that is similar to the dependence graphs that have been used previously in vectorizing and parallelizing compilers. The algorithm also makes use of the notion of a program slice to find just those 
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A preliminary implementation of a program-integration tool that uses the technique from [2, 3, 6] has been embedded in a program editor created using the Synthesizer Generator, a me&system for creating interactive, languagebased program development systems [5, 73 . Data-flow analysis of programs is carried out according to the editor's defining attribute grammar and used to construct dependence graphs. An integration command added to the editor invokes the integration algorithm on the dependence graphs, reports whether the variant programs interfere, and, if there is no interference, builds the integrated program. One of the methods for illustrating interference that we describe below has been incorporated into this tool.
The paper is divided into five sections. Section 2 gives an overview of the program-integration algorithm. Section 3 introduces some terminology that is used in the new characterization of interference. Section 4 defines the interference vertices arising from the integration of two program variants with respect to a base program and shows that they may be used to characterize interference. Section 5 describes six methods for an integration system to display information to demonstrate the causes of interference to the user.
Overview of an Algorithm for Program Integration
Given a program Base and two variants A and B, each created by editing separate copies of Base, the programintegration algorithm from [2, 3, 6] determines whether the changes made to Base to produce A and B interfere; if there is no interference, the algorithm produces a merged program M that incorporates the changed behavior of A with respect to Base, the changed behavior of B with respect to Base, and the unchanged behavior common to Base, A, and B. This section provides a brief overview of the programintegration algorithm. Full details of the algorithm can be found in [2, 3] .
The dependence graphs used by the program-integration algorithm are similar to those used previously for representing programs in vectorizing and parallelizing 'It should be noted. however, that the capabilities of the integration tool are curmntly quite limited, in particular, the tool can only handle programs written in a simple language in which expressions contain scalar variables and constants, and the only statements are assignment statements, conditional statements, and while-loops.
compilers [ 1, 4] . Vertices represent the predicates and assignment statements of the program; in addition, there is a special vertex called the entry vertex. There an? two kinds of edges: control dependence edges and data dependence edges. The source of a control dependence edge is either the entry vertex or a predicate vertex and each edge is labeled either true or false. A control dependence edge v jc w from vertex v to vertex w means that during execution, whenever the predicate represented by v is evaluated and its value matches the label on the edge to w, then the program component represented by w will eventually be executed if the program terminates.
A data dependence edge from vertex v to vertex w means that the program's behavior might change if the relative order of the components represented by v and w were reversed. There are two kinds of data dependence edges, flow dependence edges and def-order dependence edges: A flow dependence edge v +fw runs from a vertex v that represents an assignment to a variable x to a vertex w that represents a use of x reached by that assignment; a deforder edge v + do(U) w runs between two vertices that represent assignments to x, both of which reach a common use u.
For a vertex s of a program dependence graph G, the slice of G with respect to s, written as G /s, is a graph containing all vertices on which s has a transitive flow or control dependence (i.e., all vertices that can reach s via flow or control edges): V(G Is) k ( w E V(G) I w +*c,~ s ). We extend the definition to a set of vertices S = u Si as fol-
The edges in the graph G IS are essentially those in the subgraph of G induced by V(G /S), with the exception that a def-order edge v + do Uj w is only included if, in addition to v and w, V(G/S) 6 so contains the vertex u that is directly flow dependent on the definitions at v and w. In terms of the three types of edges in a PDG we have:
The first step of the program-integration algorithm determines slices that represent a safe approximation to the changed computation threads of A and B and the computation threads of Base preserved in both A and B; the second step combines these slices to form the merged graph GM; the third step tests GM for interference.
Step I: Determining changed and preserved computation threads If the slice of variant G, at vertex v differs from the slice of G s== at v, then GA and Gsarc may compute a different sequence of values at v [8] . In other words, vertex v is a site that potentially exhibits changed behavior in the two programs. Thus, we define the a#ected points of GA with respect to Gae, denoted by APA sue, to be the subset of vertices of G, whose slices in Gsarc and GA differ:
We define APs, snrL similarly. It follows that the slices G, /APA, BMe Thus, the unchanged computation threads common to both A and B are captured by the slice Gsme I PPB~~, A, B .
Step 2: Forming the merged graph
The merged graph GM is formed by taking the graph union of the slices that characterize the changed behavior of A, the changed behavior of B, and behavior of Base preserved inbothAandB:
Step 3: Testing for interference
There are two possible ways by which the graph GM may fail to represent a satisfactory integrated program; we will refer to them as "Type I interference" and 'Type II interference." The criterion for Type I interference is based on a comparison of slices of GA, Gs, and GM. The S~~CXS GA I APA, ~~~ and Gs I Al's, sme represent the changed computation threads of programs A and B with respect to Base. A and B interfere if these slices are not preserved in GM; that is, there is interference if either
The final step of the integration method involves reconstituting a program from the merged dependence graph. However, it is possible that there is no such program-the merged graph may be an infeasible program dependence graph; this is Type II interference. (The reader is referred to [3] for a discussion of reconstructing a program from the merged program dependence graph and the inherent difficulties of this problem.)
If neither kind of interference occurs, one of the programs that corresponds to the graph GM is returned as the result of the integration operation.
Affected Points and Directly Affected Points
We define the sets of edges incident on a vertex v in dependence graph G as follows:
Note that a def-order edge x + do +) y can be thought of as a hyper-edge directed from x to y to v. It is in this sense that a def-order edge is incident on witness-vertex v.
Definition. Given dependence graphs GM and G,, the set DAPM, N of vertices in GM that are directly affected with respect to G,v, consisting of all vertices of GM that have different incident-edge sets than the corresponding vertices of GN, is
We can give a definition of MM, NI the affected points of GM with respect to GN, in terms of the directly affected poi~~ts of ,GM with respect to GN using the following concept:
Dqfinition. Given dependence graph G and vertex set S, the set AffectedBy(S, G), consisting of vertices uj$ected by rqembers of S is
The set AffectedBy(S, G) is the vertex set of the "forwig-d s@ce" of G with respect to S. Thus, MM, N = pff-d&'(DmM, N, GM).
4. Ip#$?fpreq~ Vertices: An Alternative Characterizatip0 of llterference
It is sornqimes convenient to use one of a number of alternative c~cterizations of the Type I interference conditipn '
It is possible to characterize the Type I interference condition in terms of a certain set of vertices (say 5) and a statement of the form: "There is Type I interference if and only if the set $ is non-empty." Qne characterization of this form is that there is Type I interference if and only if the following set is non-empty:
This is shown by observing that the clause "CA lAP+ Bare # G, lAPA, Bp~c" is equivalent *to "The set Ap' ,,, !a= nAPM, A 1s non-empty." Both conditions say that there IS some vertex v E AZ',,, Bar8 such that G, Iv f GM / v. Our method for illustrating interference when integration fails is bqsed on yet another characterization of the Type I interference condition. The new characterization is based on the notion of interference vertices, defined as follows:
D&nition.
The set of interference vertices arising from the integr$tion of programs A and B with respect to Base is thesa InturferenceVertices(A, B, Base) S+
THEOREM ( PPOOF.
a case: Without loss of generality, assume that GA exhibits the interfereqce (i.e. GA /APA, B-c f GM lAPA, B&. This is quivaleqt to saying that there is some vertex w E M,+, Bare such that GM I w f G,, I w. Working back from w in graph GA /w we must eventually come to a vertex v for which the set of incident control, flow, or def-order edges are different in GM than in GA. Because v E V(G, /APA,& and GA lAP..+. sMe is a subgraph of GM, v E V(GM). Thus, by definition, vertex v is a member of DAPM, A. We have now shown that if G,, exhibits the interference there is a vertex v such that v E V(G,, /APA, Base) and v E DAPM, A (i.e., the set v (GA IMA, s&n DAPM, A is non-empty).
Because the same argument applies if Gs exhibits the interference, we conclude that, if there is interference, the set
is non-empty.
t== case:
Assume that InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) f 0, and let v be a member of InterferenceVertices(A, B, Bare). Without loss of generality, assume that v E (VGA I@A,Bw)~D~M Ah But GMIv#GA/v, because any member of DAPM ,, must have a different slice in GM than in GA, which means that the slice V (GA /APA, sILFc) is not preserved in GM. We conclude that A and B interfere with respect to Base. Cl An important property of the characterization of Type I interference in terms of interference vertices is that InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) c (DAP,J, ~~~ uDAPB, Bag). That is, the members of InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) are members'of either DAP*, Bacr or DAPB, Bprc (or both), as shown below in the proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM (DAB-Union Theorem). InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) c (DAP,, Bosr u DAP,, Bnrr).
PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume that G,, exhibits the interference, which is to say that the set V(G,, IAP,,J,,)~DAP~,~ is non-empty. That is, there is a vertex v such that v E V (GA I AP,,, B& and v E DAPM, A.
What remains to be shown is that either v E DApA, Bafl or V E DMB, BareSupposing that v e DApA, Base, there are four cases to consider: Case I.
Suppose that in GM v is the target of a flow edge (respectively, control edge) from vertex w, where edge w -+f v (w jc v) is not found in GA.
Yl V
GA
Since v E DAPA, Bag, GB, must contain the same flow (control) edges mto v as are found in G,. In particular, the edge w + v (w dc v) is not in the edge set of G From tli e construction of GM, it must be that ed!Tw + v (w += v) is a flow (control) edge of Gs, which imp t ies that v E DAPs, Bcrrc.
Case 2.
Suppose that in GA v is the target of a flow edge (respectively, control edge) from vertex w, where edge w jfv (w 3, v) is not found in GM.
GA GM
But by the construction of GM, this is not possible because v E V(GA lAPAS Basc) and GA IAP,.,. Bare is a subgraph of GM. (By the definition of the edge set of a slice, in GM v must have all of the incoming control or flow predecessors that v has in GA .) Case 3.
Suppose that in GM v is the witness of a def-order edge y + b (") x not found in G,.
GM
By Cases (1) and (2), for v not to be an element of D~A.
~nre v Given GA must contain edges x *Iv and y + v. that these edges are in GA and that e ge 4 y j d~(~) x is not in GA, it must be that a def-order edge x + do (", y occurs m GA and hence in GBarc. By the construction of GY, the only way edge y -+ do (v x could occur in GM 1s if y 3 Iro(v x occurs in G' B. Because GBw# cannot contain bo til X+~OWY and y + do cv) x, this implies that v E DAPB, Bag.
Case 4.
Suppose that in GA v is the witness of a def-order edge x + do (") y not found in GM. But by the construction of GM, this is not possible because v E V(GA /APA, B& and GA lApA
Bore is a subgraph of GM. (By the definition of the edge set of a slice, in GM v must be a witness for all def-order edges for which v is a witness in GA .) cl A second important property of the characterization of Type I interference in terms of interference vertices is that InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) c (V(GA) n V(GB)); that is, the members of InterferenceVertices(A, B, Bare) are members of both V(G,) and V(GB), as shown below in the proof of the following theorem.
THEOREM (AB-Intersection Theorem). InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) 5;; (V(GA) n V(G&).
PROOF. Suppose v is a member of Without neneralitv, assume that v E W(GA IMA ~~~ ) nDAPi A). Film inspection of the first subterm. it is obvious' that v E V(G,). Because v E DAPM, A we know that there is an edge i&dent on v in GM that does not occur in GA. By the construction of GM, this edge can only come from the edge set of G,; consequently, v E V(GB). Cl
Displaying Interfering Slices
Interference vertices provide a useful basis for iilustidng Type I interference because of the two ptopertiei ca@&l by the DAP-Union Theorem and the AB-Inftersektion Theorem:
(1) By the AB-Intersection Theorem, interferenc'e vef&?s are members of both V(GA) and V(G,). Con$equentl , interference can be illustrated by displaying irrfom Ption about interference vertices simultaneouily in pfOgrams A and B. (2) By the DAP-Union Theorem, each interfere&e vertkx is a directly-affected element in at least one df the ptograms A and B. For this reason, an interfererice vertex identifies a direct effect of a change introdukd by at least one of the programmers. Interference vertices can be used in several wayls to alustrate Type I interference; six methods are &crib@ below, all of which are based on making a comparison OT slices of GA and GB with respect to interference vertices.
In devising methods for illustrating interfetencd, a @&Xi-c&l consideration is whether the amount of i&nYnation presented will overwhelm the user. Thus, of th4 methods discussed below, we feel that Methods 5 and 6, which break down the information to the finest level of! gfanbl&-ity, are the ones that are most likely to be usef$ b tiset% who are trying to diagnose the Cause of irlterfe#enke in a failed integration.
We will demonstrate our methods far filu~titit# interference with a running example based ofi thy, Ime @+ gram versions shown in Figure 1 . Buffer d&W$a$e CO@ tains a program to sum the integers from 1 to 10. Buff& demoA contains a version of the @$@I% in demoBase-created by editing a copy of de~Ba&---that differs in two respects: (1) The initialization statement i := 1 has been cbng& to i := 0. (2) There is an additional statement at the end df the program, amean := sum / i, which cot'np&!s .the tithmetic mean. Buffer demoB contains a second version of the fkogratti in demoBase, incorporating the computafidti: of the geometric mean (hut not the arithmetic mean, \khich ~8s introduced solely in demoA). It differs frckn th& ~Q$%RI in demoBase in three respects: (1) There is an additional initialization 'Statement, prod := 1, at the beginning of the program. (2) There is an additional computatidn step, prod := prod l i, inside the while-loop. (3) There is an additional statement at the end df the p&b gram, gmean := prod l ' (1 / (i -1 )), which corn&&s the geometric mean. Note that in demog the statement initializing v&able i 19 still i := 1.
If we try to integrate the programs in buffers d$nW$ ahd demoB with respect to the base program in d&noEiase, the integration tool will report that the two sets df ch&nges When integration fails due to Type I interference, we can illustrate interference by displaying the slices G, / InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base) and Gs / InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base). These slices represent computation threads that need to be preserved in the merged dependence graph GM, but which the integration algorithm does not (and cannot) preserve. Note that these slices are taken with respect to vertices that are directly-affected points (with respect to GBarc) of GA, G,, or both. Method 2: Instead of displaying in their entirety both of the slices GA I InterferenceVertices(A , B , Base) and G, lInterferenceVertices(A, E, Base), it is possible to display slices of GA and GB with respect to single interference vertices (i.e. individual vertices v, where v E InterferenceVertices(A, B, Base)). Commands can be provided in the integration system to permit the user to step through all the possible v's and display the slices GA / v and GB Iv.
Example. To illustrate the interference that arises when demoA and demoB are integrated with respect to demoBase, we would invoke a command to move the respective selections of buffers demoA and demoB to an interference vertex and display the slice of the buffer with respect to that vertex. For instance, because loop predicate (i c= 10) is one of the interference vertices of the example, when this command is applied the two selections would be moved to (i <= lo), and their slices with respect to (i <= 10) would be displayed, as shown in Figure 3. (A buffer's selection is indicated by outlining it in a single-ruled box.)
The significance of a slice is that it captures a portion of a program's behavior in the sense that, for any initial state on which the program halts, the program and the slice compute the same sequence of values for each element of the slice [8] . In our case a program point may be an assignment statement or a control predicate. Because a statement or control predicate may be reached repeatedly in a program, by "computing the same sequence of values for each element of the slice" we mean: (1) for an assignment statement the same sequence of values is assigned to the target variable; (2) for a predicate the same sequence of boolean values is produced.
The fact that the slices shown in Figure 3 are not the same indicates that predicate (i c= 10) may take on a different sequence of values in an execution of demoA than it does in an execution of demoB; (i c= 10) is an interference vertex because the two slices cannot both be preserved in the merged dependence graph.
Continuing the example, when the command to show the next interference vertex is given, the respective selections of demoA and demoB would be changed to statement i := i + 1, and the slices with respect to i := i + 1 would be displayed in the two buffers. As before, these represent slices that cannot both be preserved in the merged dependence graph.
Method 3:
For each interference vertex v, it is also possible to provide information about what is different between the slices G, /v and Gs Iv. Rather than displaying the slices themselves, it is possible to point to the particular edges that make the two slices different. Thus, if v is an interference vertex, the system can display in programs A and B the endpoints of all edges in the symmetric difference of the slices' edge sets (i.e., E (G, lv) A E (G, /v)). More pmcisely, the edge-set difference E (GA / v) -E ($ Iv) is displayed in program A and the edge-set difference
Example. In the slice of buffer demoA with respect to interference vertex (i <= 10) there are a number of edges It is instructive to consider why we choose to display the symmetric difference of the edge sets rather than the symmetric difference of the vertex sets. To see why, consider the exam ment if K ie shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 5 (a), the statethen x := 3 fi has been deleted from both the programs in buffers demo2A and demo2B. The only other change is in buffer demo2B, where the order of statements if P then x := 1 fi and if Q then x := 2 fi has been interchanged; this change is a rearrangement of program elements that also exist in buffers demo2A and demo2Base and introduces no new statements.
The vertex that corresponds to the assignment statement y := x is the sole interference vertex in this example. However, the slices GA / v and G, /v, shown in Figure 5(b) , have the same vertex sets; consequently, the symmetric difference of the vertex sets, V(GA / v) A V (Gs / v), is empty.
By contrast, the symmetric difference of the edge sets is non-empty: the difference E (GA Iv) -E (G, / v) consists of the def-order edge [x := 1] +, [x := 21 (with witness y := x); the difference E (GB / v) -E (GA / v) consists of the edge [x := 21 jdo [x := l] (also with witness y:= x). Thus, the interference in this example would be illustrated by displaying the endpoints of these two (hyper-)edges, as shown in Figure 5 (c).
Note that in the case of Type I interference due to a flow edge in GA (or GB) from an entirely new vertex, the new vertex is at the tail of a new edge, so the edge-setdifference method and a method for illustrating interference based on vertex-set differences would display almost the same information. However, the edge-set-difference method also handles cases like the one discussed above in which the vertex-set difference is empty.
Method 4:
Because Method 3 displays all edges of the edge-set difference E (G, lv) A E (GB lv) simultaneously, Method 3 may overwhelm the user with too much information. Furthermore, the information displayed with Method 3 does not make it clear how edges displayed in program A relate to edges displayed in program B, and vice versa Thus, instead of displaying all edges of the set E (GA / v) A E (Gs /v) simultaneously, Method 4 displays only the edges of the set that are incident on a single vertex W; commands are provided to step through all such w's. one of the ways interference information would be gmeari := prod ** (1 / (i -1)) in demoB. This is shown displayed using Method 5 is as shown in Figure 6 .
in Figure 7 (a).
Example.
Interference vertices (i <= 10) and i := i + 1 both affect three affected points of demoA with respect to demoBase: statements sum := sum + i, i := i + 1, and amean := sum I i.
